HI RINGS, PROMOTIONS, BOARD MEMBERS AND SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS IN SAN DIEGO

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE

To place your announcement online, please go to sdbj.com/people-on-the-move/

**HEALTHCARE**

**New Hire**

Dr. Raj Dugel joins Integrated Health Partners of Southern California, a subsidiary of Health Center Partners of Southern California, as Medical Director. A board-certified Ophthalmologist, Dr. Dugel has extensive experience in clinical medicine, medical informatics, network development, managed care, and health care reform. Dr. Dugel will provide clinical and population health leadership for Integrated Health Partners of Southern California in partnership with its members. He will develop and guide value-based strategies to improve access, decrease health disparities, and improve quality outcomes to meet the needs of patient communities and health center members.

**HEALTHCARE STAFFING**

**New Hire**

Staffing specialists Synergy Health Partners welcomed Dawn Anderson as chief marketing officer. As CMO, Anderson leads strategic and digital marketing, public relations, and integrated communications. She has transformed vision into results for start-up and Fortune 500 organizations including healthcare systems, pharmacy benefits and health plans, finance, technology, and staffing. Most recently, Anderson was EVP of marketing and strategic advisor for AI-based cancer brands CureMetrix and CureMatch. Previously, she led marketing for AANH-Healthcare (NYSE:AANH), the largest healthcare staffing company, she also held leadership roles with CareCredit, GE Capital, MedImpact Healthcare Systems, FlexCare, Secure Horizons, MemorialCare and Tenet hospitals. www.synergy-hp.com

**ARCHITECTURE**

**Announcement**

Senior architectural designer Chris Anderson, AIA, LEED AP, has relocated to SmithGroup’s San Diego office. With 27 years’ experience, Chris has worked on a diverse array of Workplace, Higher Education, Aviation, Product Design and Science & Technology projects with some of the industry’s most talented people, winning awards from AIA Los Angeles, Engineering News-Record and others. He is currently working with local community groups and clients on notable projects including Encinitas’s Community Resource Center and TaylorMade’s headquarters in Carlsbad. As a skilled leader and team-oriented adviser; Chris strives to pursue design excellence through his collaborative spirit, creativity and dedication.

**ENVIRONMENTAL**

**Promotion**

Environmental Science Associates (ESA) announces that Dusty Ramsey has taken the helm as the firm’s first female Information Technology (IT) Director. Supporting firmwide technology operations, this critical position allows for ESA’s nationwide team of experts to efficiently collaborate and assist clients to the highest degree—while working from anywhere. Serving as ESA’s IT Delivery Success Manager for the past three years, Ramsey has built her career in the AEC industry. Her experience includes using technology to deliver real-world projects for clients, as well as training personnel on the use of the ever-evolving software and applications available.

Dusty Ramsey can be reached at dramsey@esassoc.com
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